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IT is not easy to define effective population size because this theoretical
parameter depends on several factors: the number of males and females of
reproductive age, the distribution of their family sizes, the intra-population
inbreeding coefficient and the temporal changes in population size (Wright,
1931, 1969; Kimura and Crow, 1963). Because of theoretical (Lewontin,
1974) and practical difficulties (definition of spatial population limits, choice
of sampling designs), very few estimates are available (see Crow and
Morton, 1955; Greenwood, 1974 and Begon, 1977 for examples in
invertebrates). In this note, we propose a laboratory approach based on
experimental simulations of the ecological microsystem constituted by an
insect species and a fruit with its microorganisms. The system may be
viewed as a model for discrete and temporary patches of habitat. Fine
analysis of the physiological heterogeneity in offspring produced by each
microsystem allows an estimation of the distribution of family sizes and thus
of the variance effective size for the group of adults.

Twenty pairs of Mediterranean fruit-fly adults Po (Ceratitis capitata)
were allowed to lay eggs in a banana as long as it attracted them (about 7
days, Debouzie, 1980). All the adult offspring F1 were removed from the
cage each day and divided into isolated pairs according to their emergence
order. Each pair was placed in a small cage (Debouzie, 1980) which
contained artificial food and a plastic needle-pierced cupel for egg-laying
(Feron et a!., 1958). Numbers of F2 eggs laid and of dead F1 adults were
counted daily until the death of the females. The eggs are placed on artificial
medium (Feron et al., 1958), under uncrowded conditions; the number of
adult F2 offspring was counted for each F1 pair. The isolated pair technique
is painstaking with Ceratitis adults and we only performed two replicates;
the conclusions for both agreed.

Results are summarized in the table. Like Begon (1977) and Gill (1978),
we first calculate a corrected size N' which takes into account the difference
between number of males and females, then the variance effective size Ne(v)
since the number of effective gametes per individual may be estimated as
twice the number of F2 adults produced by each F1 pair. Our experimental
results show that: N'Ng+N?, and Ne(v)/N'041. This ratio is lower
than those obtained by Crow and Morton (1955) on different strains of
Drosophila melanogaster. In natural populations, Ne(v)/N varies from 001
to 09 (Crow and Morton, 1955; Merrell, 1968; Greenwood, 1974; Begon,
1977; Gill, 1978; see also Wright, 1977). The index of variability in progeny
number (Vk/k), proposed by Crow and Morton (1955), describes the
heterogeneity between family sizes among the members of the population.
The average values of the unadjusted (Vk/k =262, k = 133) or adjusted
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TABLE

Computation of the variance effective number for two Ceratitis laboratory populations

Replicate 1 2

Number of females F1: N?a 61 40
Number of males F1: Nd 81 42
Corrected size Nb 1392 8195
Average effective number of gametes produced by adult F1 (k) 1396 126 1
Index of variability in progeny number (Vk/k) 265'4 2592
Adjustedindex(k=2) 374 401
Adjusted variance effective size Na(,' 58•3 323
Ratio Na(0)/N' 042 039

a Only N? pairs are formed, surplus males replace those dying in already existing pairs.bN'=4NdN9/(N?+Nd)
cN(N1)kI(1+ Vk/k)

(Vk/k = 387, k = 2) index are higher than those obtained by Crow and
Morton (1955) on Drosophila melanogaster populations. Three factors can
explain the large physiological heterogeneity:

1. One third of the females lay no eggs; competition for natural food
during larval stages and the technique of isolated pairs may be implicated.

2. F1 adult longevity and weight vary greatly,—between 4 and 30 days
and between 30 and 6•3 mg for fresh emergence weight, respectively, and
are correlated with fecundity (Debouzie, 1980).

3. Fecundity seems highly variable in Ceratitis (Debouzie, 1980; Chail-
Iou, 1969). The technique of isolated pairs probably reduces productivity
and increases its variance; however, its effect on variance effective size can
hardly be estimated because no Ceratitis marked strain has been described.

The ecological microsystem used (Ceratitis—banana) provides a very
simplified picture of the offspring that could be actually produced by each
fruit. In the field, migration and demographic cycles in Mediterranean
fruit-fly populations would greatly affect effective population number. Fine
analysis of the structure and dynamics of these populations are required. In
conclusion, our experimental simulation shows that, in laboratory Ceratitis
populations reared from a single banana, the index of variability in progeny
number is much higher than those obtained in classical laboratory condi-
tions.
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